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Abstract: 
This document reports progress of the realization and deployment of the ANA test-bed 
activities. The objectives of these activities are to provide an infrastructure for 
conducting distributed experiments as well as testing the individual components of the 
ANA system. 
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Executive Summary 

The goal of the ANA project is to explore novel ways of organising and using networks 
beyond legacy Internet technology. The ultimate goal is to design and develop a network 
architecture that can demonstrate the feasibility and properties of autonomic networking. 
As specified in the description of work, it is the intention of the project to address the 
self-* features of autonomic networks such as auto-configuration, self-organisation, self-
optimisation, self-monitoring, self-management, self-repair, and self-protection. 
The activities in work package 4 in general comprise the “output interface” of the ANA 
project towards the outside world. In practical terms, these activities aim to leverage the 
generation of two types of output: 
- Research output:  

o Provide the infrastructure for testing and evaluating research work carried out 
in other tasks and work packages of the project (Task 4.1). 

o Develop test cases and procedures for testing the capabilities of the ANA 
system (This work has been expanded into a new task, 4.4) 

- Software output:  
o Develop demonstration applications that show the functionality enabled by 

ANA (Task 4.2) 
o Engineer solutions enabling legacy Internet applications and services to inter-

operate with ANA systems (Task 4.2) 
o Provide a software distribution of ANA components that third parties can use 

to interact with ANA and also to develop new autonomic applications similar 
to those demonstrated in Task 4.2 (Carried out in a new task, 4.3) 

In order to experimentally test and evaluate the self-* properties and autonomic features 
enabled by ANA, and to enable testing of individual components developed in other work 
packages, Task 4.1 aimed to provide a “toolkit” and a testing environment that comprise 
the ANA test-bed. This deliverable reports on these activities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION TO THE ANA TEST-BED 
ACTIVITIES 

1.1 Scope of Deliverable 
The aim of this deliverable is to describe the current activities and initiatives aimed at 
providing an infrastructure for testing various aspects of the ANA software. The 
combination of these activities is what we call the ANA test-bed.  

The ongoing ANA test-bed activities aim to cover the complete spectrum of testing 
requirements both for evaluation of the research outcomes from tasks in other work-
packages as well as for the typical software debugging and testing of the ANA prototype. 

As a result, we have taken into consideration the need for: 

- white box (conformance to specification) and regression (interoperability) tests both 
in-site as well as in a distributed environment,  

- scalability tests through a simulation environment, 

- black box testing for conformance to the ANA Blueprint, 

- interoperability tests with traditional applications for conformance to the legacy APIs 

The possibility of interoperation and/or integration with other test-beds has also bee 
considered to provide an ANA-based test-bed platform per-se. 

1.2 Structure of the document 
This document is organized in six sections.  

Section 1 (this section) introduces the scope of this deliverable. 

Section 2 introduces the design of ANA Lab, a distributed overlay infrastructure for 
white box (validation of their internal correctness) and regression (interoperability with 
other components) testing as well for the execution of research evaluation experiments. 

Section 3 introduces the simulation and emulation-based testing initiatives that aim to 
facilitate scalability and black box testing of the ANA prototype.  

Section 4 aims to address the issue of interoperability testing of ANA with legacy 
Internet applications. 

Finally, section 5 discusses other test-bed initiatives to which ANA relate or may relate to 
in the future. 
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2 ANA LAB 

2.1 Overview 
The goal of the ANA Lab has been the development of a framework of different tools, 
necessary for the different partners to test ANA code and run research evaluation 
experiments.  

The ANA Lab currently provides the following facilities: 

- A distributed ANA node infrastructure on which experiments may be executed. It 
consists of host machines scattered among all partner sites, each of which can run one 
or more instances of the ANA node.  

- A centralized monitoring system is provided to give experimenters a global view of 
the current status of ANA Lab and resource availability on the available ANA nodes.  

- A distributed monitoring system is also under development to allow a more 
automated and robust monitoring system allowing partial views and connectivity 
information of the ANA Lab overlay network that will continue to operate even in 
cases of network partitioning (this is introduced and described in D.4.3). 

- A remote ANA node control facility (supported by a web-based interface), allowing 
an experimenter to instantiate or tear down ANA node instances on ANA Lab host 
machines from a management interface. 

- A virtual topology instrumentation facility that one can use to construct on-demand 
overlay network topologies among the various ANA nodes in ANA Lab. 

- An ANA component (functional block or brick) software verification toolkit that 
enables developers to run regression tests and compatibility tests on software prior to 
deploying experiments in the ANA Lab. 

- A remote experiment instrumentation facility (supported by a web-based interface), 
that enables developers to schedule distributed experiments in the ANA Lab overlay 
network and recover appropriate log data afterwards. 

The above activities were complemented by a study that resulted in a proposal for the 
construction of an (X-bone style) underlay network interconnect, based on off-the-shelf 
hardware components. The rationale for this activity was the potential need for more fine-
grained control and access to measurement data over the underlying topology coupled 
with the ability to emulate diverse physical environments for the experiments. However 
as the additional cost required did not, at the time, reflect the present needs of the project, 
the construction of this infrastructure has not been progressed. This decision was also 
taken in the light of other on-going testing and evaluation work within the project. 
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2.2 A Dynamic Overlay Infrastructure 
Unlike large scale, overlay-based test-beds (X-Bone networks) the ANA overlay 
infrastructure in its default state is comprised of a set of host machines (and ANA Nodes 
running on them) scattered across the partner sites, without any fixed interconnecting 
topology. The reason for this default absence of (virtual or physical) links may be better 
understood by considering examples of experiments that come under the objectives of the 
ANA project. 

 

Experiment 1: Basic self-association self-optimization 

A set of ANA nodes appear in the vicinity of each other. They need to agree on an 
addressing scheme and a common transport, and then form a compartment. Initially each 
node can reach every other node, and then negotiate in some distributed fashion an 
optimal way of establishing communication for their application requirements. One 
option may be to maintain a flat, fully meshed topology where every destination is one 
hop away from every source (therefore avoiding the need for a routing protocol). Another 
option may be to agree on some structure where more persistent or resourceful nodes 
appear as super-peers and all other nodes "hang" under them, requiring the use of some 
(spanning) tree-like structure (therefore necessitating some form of routing within the 
compartment). 

Interconnection requirements for experiment 1: Initially every node needs to have a link 
to every other node (possibly simulating the in-range proximity of the neighbours). As 
negotiation/ optimization takes place it may be sensible for some of the "links" to 
collapse thus developing the need for a deployed routing protocol. 

 
Experiment 2: Inter-compartment routing 

Two (or more) compartments have been formed, grouping a set of ANA nodes (or 
functional blocks running on them) and an interconnect within each compartment is 
defined. Being heterogeneous, these compartments need to exchange information. As a 
result, certain nodes in each compartment adopt extra functionality (functional blocks) 
that allow them to border with other compartments and proxy or relay traffic. 

Interconnection requirements for experiment 2: The nodes within each compartment will 
need to have a stronger and redundant coupling among them. The nodes bordering 
between compartments will be the only ones maintaining (a much smaller number of) 
links from one compartment to another. Thus, compartments will maintain a loosely 
coupled topology and the whole network will appear to resemble a small world model 
[1]. 

 

Experiment 3: Mobility 

A roaming node associates "on the go" with different compartments by making 
autonomic decisions to dynamically enrich or drop some of its functional blocks. 
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Interconnection requirements for experiment 3: As the roaming node associates with 
compartments, it will dynamically establish (virtual or physical) links with correspondent 
nodes in each compartment. Additionally, tunnel links may need to be dynamically 
established between those correspondent nodes and a home agent entity (functional 
block) within the "home" compartment of the mobile node. 

 

In all these examples, it can be seen that there are different topology requirements for 
each experiment. It is clear that unlike traditional X-Bone interconnects, a fixed 
interconnection of ANA Lab nodes will not sufficiently serve the purposes of ANA 
experimentations.  

For this reason we have deployed an initial test-bed comprised of a set of scattered host 
machines, on each of which one or more instantiations of the ANA node may co-exist, 
and among which there can be dynamically established overlays to satisfy the per-
experiment requirements. A similar approach has been followed in other experimental 
test-beds such as Planet-Lab [2]. 

At the moment a number of host machines (Linux based, hosting the ANA MINMEX 
microkernel) are available at each partner site. The current list of available hosts is given 
in the following table:  

ANA Node ID Partner Host Machine 

1 U. Basel 192.43.193.66 

2 U. Basel 192.43.193.67 

3 U. Lancaster 194.80.38.165 

4 U. Lancaster 194.80.38.164 

5 ETH 129.132.57.30 

6 U. Liege 139.165.222.132 

7 U. Waterloo 129.97.74.18 

8 Telecom Austria 213.33.103.22 

9 Telecom Austria 213.33.103.66 

10 FOKUS 193.174.152.145 

11 FOKUS 193.174.152.146 

12 NEC 195.37.70.120 

13 ETH 129.132.57.29 

Table 1: ANA hosts 

A group of experimenters can each run one or more instances of the ANA node a 
selection of these machines and establish on-demand point-to-point virtual links among 
them using the vlink facility described below. 
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2.2.2  VLINK On-Demand Connectivity 
The task of dynamically establishing basic overlay topologies in ANA Lab is served by 
the vlink facility, which is described in this section. 
The ANA prototype permits the arbitrary creation of virtual links among ANA nodes 
running on a set of devices. The vlink approach makes it possible to emulate any network 
topology without any restriction imposed by the underlying connectivity between the 
physical devices of the test-bed.  

Strictly speaking, the vlink subsystem does not belong to the “ANA world” in the sense 
that it does not provide any autonomic networking functionality and is not an abstraction 
of ANA. Actually, the vlink subsystem is one (possible) implementation of the 
abstraction layer of the ANA Node (as described in the ANA Project Blueprint): it 
decouples the real physical world of network interface cards and physical links from the 
connectivity seen by ANA entities. The main motivation for developing this system is to 
have a flexible and dynamically re-configurable subsystem for emulating connectivity 
between ANA nodes without limitations and constraints imposed by technical issues such 
as manual cabling. The vlink subsystem and its dedicated configuration tool are already 
fully integrated in the current ANA core software.  

2.2.2.1  VLINK Basic Operation 
The first objective for the development of the vlink subsystem is to clearly separate 
network traffic flowing from/ to legacy network stacks from all the traffic generated by 
ANA. For example, we want to be able to run the ANA node on hosts that still use the 
Internet and the IP protocol while at the same time experimenting with, for example, a 
new autonomic version of IP within ANA and without interfering with legacy protocols.  

This is achieved by introducing a new Ethernet type identifier which is dynamically 
registered with the Ethernet layer: Ethernet frames include a 2 byte type field which is 
used for de-multiplexing frames to the higher layers of the network stack. This is 
illustrated by Figure 1 which shows registered type numbers for existing protocols and 
also how the vlink system is inserted into this existing machinery.  

 

Figure 1: Type field value 

Once frames are de-multiplexed to the ANA vlink subsystem, it is possible to further de-
multiplex packets to higher layer protocols (network compartments in the ANA world) 
enabling, for example, the development of a new autonomic version of the IP stack 
without interfering with the existing legacy protocol stack. This is illustrated by Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Compartments on top of vlink 

Although very useful, this so far only permits the deployment of ANA nodes on top of 
Ethernet segments. To allow the vlink system to inter-connect remote ANA nodes, we use 
a similar mechanism for setting up GRE and UDP tunnels between ANA nodes and to 
encapsulate and de-encapsulate ANA packets without interfering with legacy layers. This 
is illustrated by Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: vlink on top of GRE and UDP tunnels 

Another key objective was to virtualize network connectivity in order to be able to, for 
example, emulate link failures without having to physically interfere with network 
equipment and without having to physically connect or disconnect network devices. The 
ability to virtualize physical links makes it possible to create multiple and “simultaneous” 
arbitrary virtual network topologies on top of the real underlying physical world: it hence 
becomes possible to run multiple experimentations simultaneously, that while sharing the 
same physical devices and links, do not interfere with each other in the ANA Lab 
environment. 

To perform this virtualization, the vlink subsystem permits the creation of multiple vlink 
interfaces on top of real interfaces and to inter-connect these virtual interfaces at will 
inside each ANA node and between remote ANA nodes connected via Ethernet or GRE/ 
UDP tunnels. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where two virtual interfaces are created upon 
a real Ethernet interface (eth0). This flexible system permits, for example, (emulated) link 
failures without interfering with other experiments and permits the emulation of complex 
topologies without being restricted by the limitations of real cables and machines.  
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Figure 4: Virtualization of network connectivity 

The configuration of vlink is neither automatic, nor autonomic at present: users must 
configure vlink. In order to perform this task, we have developed a management shell 
(volcanic) through which one can easily configure vlink locally on a given ANA host.  

2.2.3  ANA Lab Monitoring 
In the ANA Lab test-bed environment it is essential to be able to keep track of the ANA 
node availability and perform some sort of resource monitoring and accounting on them. 
For this reason we have setup the Nagios [3] monitoring system, through which one can 
see in real-time the availability and reachability of each ANA host on the test-bed. This 
facility aims at providing a central management interface of the ANA Lab test-bed by 
means of which one may set up and run experiments on the available ANA nodes. Figure 
5 shows a sample output presented in the Nagios interface for the ANA Lab test-bed. 

At the same time we have extended the functionality of the monitoring suite by 
developing a set of plug-ins specialized for the needs of ANA.  

These plug-ins allow us to: 

- Monitor the CPU/ Memory status of each ANA host machine 

- Monitor the instances of ANA nodes running on each host machine 

- View the number and identity of functional blocks loaded on each ANA node 

- View the number of virtual links (and their endpoints) setup on each ANA node 
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Figure 5:  ANA test-bed monitoring facility 

This facility is running out of band on each of the ANA nodes so that the accounting 
information acquired does not interfere with running ANA experiments (this implying that 

the accounting/ monitoring traffic does not traverse any virtual links). Figure 

6  

 illustrates with a block diagram the operation of the ANA test-bed monitoring facility. 

 

Figure 6 Operation of the functional block for reporting ANA node status to Nagios 
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The Nagios monitoring functional block interacts with a running instance of an ANA 
node to collect the aforementioned information. At the same time, a second module inside 
the functional block collects information about the resources available on the local 
system. Then at predetermined timer intervals it establishes an out-of-band (to the ANA 
world) secure TCP connection and pushes the collected information to the Nagios 
database through the extension server-side plug-in. The Nagios system then makes this 
information available to interested parties through a web server.  
This monitoring facility is currently operational, and there is ongoing work on extending 
the range of information reported through our extension plug-in. 

2.2.4  ANA Lab MINMEX Management Console 
The ANA Lab MINMEX Management Console aims to offer the ANA experimenter the 
ability to remotely start/stop/re-start instances of the ANA Node on one or more of the 
ANA Lab hosts, from a centralized web-based interface. 
In a centralized web server a number of javascript-based pages are accessible from the 
consortium partners through which one can select the ANA Lab host and the type of 
MINMEX operation desired. Then through secure remote shell connections these 
requests are issued to the selected hosts, in a batch mode. The web service is backed by a 
small database that keeps accounting information about currently “live” ANA node 
instances. This database is populated automatically in collaboration with the Nagios 
monitoring system: 

(a) An experimenter can select from the list of available ANA Lab hosts, a host to 
instantiate a new ANA node (Figure 7). 

(b) Once a request is submitted, the Nagios-based functional block is automatically 
instantiate in the newly started ANA node instance, and starts pushing 
information to the Nagios database (through the server-side plug-in described in 
2.2.3). 

(c) Every timer period the Nagios database is checked for existing ANA node 
instances in ANA Lab, and the information acquired is used to populate the 
backend database of the MINMEX management console. 

(d) Thereafter an experimenter can choose to stop or re-start any of the currently 
active ANA nodes in ANA Lab.  

In Figure 7, the reader can see what the MINMEX Management Console interface looks 
like. This facility is not complete yet, but development is expected to be complete within 
the next couple of months. 
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Figure 7 ANA Lab Remote MINMEX Management Console 

2.3 White-Box and Regression Testing in ANA Lab 
White-box tests aim to validate the internal correctness of individual code components 
and their conformance to the specifications. Regression tests on the other hand refer to 
interoperability tests of individual code components with other components of the ANA 
architecture. 
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In order to enable white-box and regression testing of individual components and 
services, as well as to achieve repeatability for experiments in the course of the project, in 
D.4.1 we set some basic milestones: 

 

"When running experiments on a real test-bed, it is critical that there exists some 
procedure and tools to first, configure and schedule experiments and second, 
perform various measurements for a posterior (offline) analysis. Note that the 
ANA test-bed itself will not provide any test scenarios: it will be the task of each 
experimenter to define and schedule the events (e.g. link or node failure) that will 
occur during the course of an experiment. This scheduling will be done via a 
dedicated scripting tool provided by the test-bed. It will also permit experimenters 
to specify where the measurements performed during an experiment should be 
transferred. For the first prototyping cycle, we foresee that the test-bed will 
provide the following capabilities: 

- Ability to start and stop an instance of an ANA node on any ANA hosts. 

- Ability to start and stop a given component (e.g. functional block) on a target 
ANA node. 

- Ability to create, destroy, activate or de-activate virtual links. 

- Ability to gather the local measurements performed by each ANA node at the 
(network) location of the experimenter. 

It is important to note that the test-bed itself will not provide any facility to 
analyse the results of an experiment. It will be up to each experimenter to perform 
an offline analysis of the results gathered by the test-bed". 

 
The first service is provided by the MINMEX Management Console, which was 
introduced in section 2.2.4. The remaining services are provided by the ANA Lab Remote 
Execution Console that complements the MINMEX Management Console and is 
presented in section 2.3.3.  
At the same time, for the purposes of correctness and compatibility with the latest 
versions of the ANA node or other functional blocks, a software verification facility is 
provided to the developer for locally checking the developed code for conformance. This 
toolkit is presented in section 2.3.2. 

2.3.2  Code Brick Software Verification Framework 
In terms of implementation in ANA a brick is the most atomic code element. A functional 
block is typically comprised of one or more bricks that cooperate side-by-side to provide 
the functionality anticipated by the functional block. This section introduces a software 
verification framework, which a brick developer can employ to test her software for 
compliance with the rest of the ANA prototype. 

As many independent developers are collaboratively working on the ANA code, there is 
high probability that there will be dependencies and interactions between the different 
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code bricks and functional blocks developed by them. It is likely that upon changing the 
API in one code brick, another might fail unexpectedly. Therefore, we have developed a 
framework for verifying and ensuring that all code in the code repository remains 
consistent. 

In the software verification cycle (unit tests / integration tests / system tests) the Brick 
Verification Framework is part of the integration testing phase. It assumes that an 
individual code brick internally operates correctly, but that in the mean time it is likely 
that some APIs of some other code bricks may have changed. This could lead to a failure 
in the communication between the different code bricks. These types of failures are 
detected and reported by the Brick Verification Framework.  

We therefore expect each developer to provide a shell script, which proof-tests the code 
she developed with respect to the other code bricks it interacts with. Another developer 
making changes to one code brick then has to run all the verification scripts provided by 
other developers before she is allowed to commit the code to the code repository, so as to 
make sure that the changes she performed do not make the ANA prototype unstable. The 
better the individual verification scripts, the higher is the chance that the new code does 
not disturb any existing code.  

For developers there is a how-to document available that explains all the required steps. 
Despite its easy to use interface, it provides a mechanism that ensures code in the 
repository always remains in a consistent state. 

2.3.2.1  Proposed validation mechanism 
As already mentioned, how the actual verification is performed is free for the developer 
to decide, however we provide an API for a “file-based” mechanism. The key idea is that 
the code brick under test writes some output to a file and the verification script compares 
this file against a reference file.  

There is a “top-level” validation script, which is in charge of executing all the individual 
scripts. Each developer has to add her scripts to this top-level script. The top-level script 
consists of the following four phases:  

(a) Compilation of the whole ANA code for 

- Linux user space 

- Linux kernel space 

- ns2 

(b) Start all the scripts to execute the user space validation (one by one) 

(c) Start all the scripts to execute the kernel space validation (one by one) 

(d) Start all the scripts to execute the ns2 validation (one by one) 

After each of those phases the script reports any failed tests. When all tests have passed 
successfully, the developer is allowed to commit her changes to the code repository. 
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2.3.3  ANA Lab Remote Execution Console 
This facility aims to provide a central management interface for the ANA Lab test-bed 
allowing developers to set up and run experiments on the available ANA nodes. 
The facility exposes a web based interface (Figure 8) similar to that of the MINMEX 
Management Console, which gives access to a web form that can be used to perform the 
following tasks: 

- Select ANA nodes to perform an execution operation 

- Start/stop an ANA functional block on a specific ANA node 

- Enable/disable log generation (if the functional block implements this capability) 

- Schedule when the log collection is to be carried out 

For the use of this facility, developers of functional blocks are expected to abide by 
specific command line requirements for the remote invocation of the code bricks. 

This management facility operates out-of-band to the ANA world so that it will not 
interfere with the experiments or "fall victim" to bugs in ANA software.  
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Figure 8 ANA Lab Remote Execution Console (for running experiments and collecting logs) 

Note that vlink functionality being implemented as a functional block itself is enables the 
use of the same interface for establishing virtual links among ANA nodes for the 
purposes of individual experiments.  

The interface provided allows users to issue multiple remote execution tasks to more than 
one ANA nodes in batch.  

Once an experiment has been scheduled, it is likely that the experimenter will expect the 
generation of log/ measurement data relevant to the experiment conducted. 

For this to be possible the MINMEX as well as individual functional blocks need to be 
able to run in debug mode and generate file-based logging information through the 
MINEMEX provided API.  

Once the experimenter has completed her experiments, she can therefore request the 
retrieval of the log information generated (in the course of an experiment) from all the 
ANA nodes involved. She can then access centrally all those log files through a web 
accessible repository. 

2.4 An X-Bone Inter-Connect 
An extension of the ANA Lab test-bed that we have been working on concerns the design 
of an underlay infrastructure among the consortium partner sites (or a subset of them) that 
would enable a more controlled and contained environment for testing. This underlay 
topology being formed by off-the-shelf hardware solutions, that we have explicit control 
over would allow us to simulate different topologies and extract performance 
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measurement metrics for our tests.  

At the time of writing this infrastructure has not been deployed as: 

Part of the testing work that will be taking place at the labs of TA and FOKUS will be 
serving a similar purpose in an emulated environment. We are concerned that the 
deployment of the aforementioned underlay, at this point in time, might be considered 
redundant and an unnecessary duplication.  

Therefore, it was decided that the need for such an infrastructure if it was to justify the 
additional expense on hardware would have to be driven by the type of applications or 
test-cases for ANA. As such applications have not yet crystallised or been implemented, 
it was deemed premature to implement this extension.  

An outline of the proposed system is, however, included in Annex A of this document. 
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3 SIMULATION AND EMULATION 
ENVIRONMENTS 

3.1 Overview 
Although the ANA Lab environment is expected to cover many of the testing needs of the 
individual tasks of the project, however there are cases where this only will not be a 
sufficient solution. Examples of these cases are scalability and diversity tests where either 
the number of nodes of different topologies and operation environments respectively that 
need to be considered is limited by the resources or the capabilities of ANA Lab. 
For this reason in parallel to the ANA Lab infrastructure there have been considered 
simulation and emulation based test-bed activities. The former aims to address the issue 
of large numbers, i.e. scalability (in terms of nodes or different topologies/environments), 
while the latter aims to tackle the problem of diversity (testing in different operational 
conditions). Moreover the emulation environment in FOKUS is intended for testing the 
complete ANA prototype once it has reached a mature state. 

3.2 The ANA Node Simulation Environment (Ns2) 
Besides testing the ANA software in the ANA Test-bed, in some cases it is sensible to 
run tests or experiments in a simulated environment instead of a real deployment. This is 
particularly true for scalability tests where a significantly large number of nodes and 
topologies (which is not feasible in ANA Lab) need to be subjected to testing. Another 
case where this is useful is when access to ANA Lab is either limited or resource 
restrained. In this case simulations allow the experimenter to easily explore different 
scenarios with different network topologies, different physical and link layer 
technologies, and different node configurations, in a programmed environment.  

Last but not least, simulation offers a high degree of repeatability, which may be 
desirable for certain experiments, with the trade-off, however, of a lower level of realism 
compared to the test-bed. 

In order to simulate an ANA network, the ANA core can be compiled in a special version 
for the network simulator ns2 [-8] (besides the Linux user space and Linux kernel space 
versions).  

In ns2, simulation scenarios (network topologies, node configurations, node mobility, etc) 
can be described using the scripting language Object Tcl (OTcl). Using the ns2 version of 
the ANA core, ANA nodes can be easily created, and the desired bricks can be 
dynamically loaded and attached to the nodes through scenario scripts. This allows 
quickly exploring different scenarios and testing new functional blocks before using 
resources in the ANA Lab test-bed. 
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The ns2 version of the ANA core software uses the same code as the Linux version, of 
course with some additional modifications (mainly in the platform abstraction layer).  

Besides the advantage of avoiding of the same functional blocks twice, for Linux and 
ns2, this approach of a shared code base also ensures that the results one gets from 
simulation are directly comparable to results from the ANA Lab test-bed as the 
implementation details are exactly the same. Thus, simulations can also be used to 
validate results from the ANA Lab and vice versa. 

3.3 ANA Emulation environment & Black-Box Testing 
In general, black-box testing takes an external perspective of the test object to derive test 
cases. These tests can be functional or non-functional, though usually functional. The test 
designer selects valid and invalid input and determines the correct output. There is no 
knowledge of the test object's internal structure. 

The ANA platform is highly dynamic in that it will include bricks developed by various 
project partners and even from vendors beyond, in future. Therefore, one key task of the 
project will consist in ensuring that the bricks are interoperable, not just with the 
MINMEX, to support smooth integration in ANA, but also, with other ANA bricks, to 
provide the global ANA functionality they are supposed to, according to requirements 
specification. The best way to ensure interoperability is through conformance and 
interoperability testing. Conformance testing is the process of assessing the compliance 
of a product to its defining specification or to a given standard. Successful completion of 
a conformance test will enhance the probability of interoperability with other products 
that have been successfully conformance tested. 

Interoperability testing is the process of assessing the ability of a system to exchange 
usable information with systems of other services as specified in its requirements 
documents. 

Another factor that increases the complexity of ANA is the fact that the information 
dispatch points (IDPs) will be using various means for exchanging data and control 
messages, ranging from Sockets to UDP or any other IPC mechanism. Testing such 
highly complex platforms like ANA requires a systematic approach to be efficient. 
Additionally, the selected approach should be able to address the dynamic aspects of 
ANA, illustrated in the ability for bricks to create and destroy IDPs dynamically. 
However, it should be pointed out that following the black-box testing paradigm, the 
brick test framework will not address the internal behaviour of the Brick Under Test 
(BUT), but will be based on its expected behaviour with other elements of ANA.  

The Test and Test Control Notation TTCN-3 [9] is the standard for specifying black-box 
tests of software and communication systems. TTCN-3 defines the concept of Parallel 
Test Components (PTCs) and Main Test Component (MTC). As illustrated on Figure 9 
below, a TTCN-3 test system consists of one MTC connected to a set of PTCs. Such 
PTCs could be used to emulate the behaviour of elements of the system under test (SUT). 
Additionally PTCs can use ports to exchange messages with the SUT to assess whether it 
behaves according to the specified behaviour. 
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The fact that TTCN-3 supports dynamic re-configuration of the test architecture, render it 
an ideal candidate for the ANA black-box testing framework. Dynamic re-configuration 
refers to the capacity in TTCN-3 test systems to modify the topology of the test 
configuration at runtime. Test components can be created and terminated, connections 
among test components (MTC, PTCs) and between test components and SUT can be 
set/destroyed etc.  

 

 
Figure 9 Architecture of TTCN-3 Test System 

3.3.1  The ANA TTCN-3 Test Platform 
The purpose of the ANA TTCN-3 Test Platform is twofold: 

(a) Conformance Testing: 
i. Verifying conformance of bricks to ANA specification:  
ii. Verifying conformance of ANA applications 

(b) Interoperability Testing 
i. Verifying interoperability of new ANA bricks, to help identify potential 

issues while integrating into ANA 
ii. Verifying interoperability of ANA applications: This will help identifying 

and clearing interoperability issues in situations in which an ANA 
application would not be behaving as expected. The purpose will be to 
find out which part of the ANA platform or of the application does not 
behave as required. In addition, it is expected that some of the analysis 
made with these tests will help identifying possible issues with ANA 
concepts and provide hints for resolving them. 
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Figure 10 Example of Test Configuration for ANA brick 

3.3.2  The TTCN-3 Test Platform Components 
The test platform provides means to execute TTCN-3 tests and to analyse the test results, 
i.e. it is used for test setup, execution and result analysis (Figure 11).  

Abstract test suites taken from test development are compiled into executable tests with a 
TTCN-3 compiler (TTthree in Figure 11).  

During test set-up all components needed for the test execution are (locally or remotely) 
deployed. These components include the executable test code, the test engine (TTrun in 
Figure 11), adaptors (often taken from adaptor repositories) and the test equipment itself. 
Deployment is supported by TTmex. The result of deployment is a fully functional test 
system. 

 

 
Figure 11: Test infrastructure components 

 
The test system is the basis for test execution. It is configured and parameterized 
according to the answers in the Implementation Conformance Statement (ICS) and the 
Implementation Extra Information for Testing (IXIT). The test manager (TTman) is used 
to control the test execution. 
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The results of test execution via the test manager are test logs, which are the basis for 
determining the final test results. The test logs and test results can be visualized with a 
test result representation (TTlog in Figure 11). They can also be stored in a result 
repository.  

All these components are provided available by FOKUS [-4], which can be used in ANA 
to establish the test infrastructure for ANA bricks and sets thereof. 

The ANA black-box testing task will be taking place as part of the activities in the newly 
founded task 4.4. 
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4 LEGACY APPLICATIONS 
INTEROPERABILITY TESTS 

As the main objective in ANA is not to provide a high performance solution but rather a 
prototype platform that proves the feasibility of the project objectives, we do not expect 
performance critical services (such as real-time, or delay-intolerant applications) to meet 
their service requirements.  
However, we are interested to guarantee that current Internet applications can expect to 
find usable the legacy communication interfaces. In that respect throughout these 
interoperability tests we would like to confirm the correctness of operation of the 
traditional socket APIs, and transport protocol operation.  
It is the intention that TA will conduct user-centric application testing in the later parts of 
the project which will suitably exercise and assess the ANA platform. 
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5 ANA & OTHER TEST-BED INITIATIVES 

5.1 General 
In this section we introduce a number of other large scale test-bed initiatives to which 
ANA relates. 

5.2 One-Lab II 
The goal is to develop the platform for the interconnection of new networking test-beds 
(such as opportunistic networks, delay tolerant networks, or autonomic networks) with 
the existing PlanetLab Central technology.  

In the ANA project, we have introduced the notion of a compartment, as set of 
collaborating network elements (which may or may not include nodes) that communicate 
through a defined collaboration scheme to form a network. An ANA node is able to 
handle several such compartments and allows for the development of gateways between 
these compartments.  

It has been proposed in One-Lab II that the gateway/ inter-stitching facility between these 
test-beds will be based on the ANA node technology designed in the context of the ANA 
project.  

For each of the new networks to be interconnected, we will develop and implement the 
appropriate compartment code as well as the gateway functions to enable the 
interconnection between PlanetLab Europe and the SAC networks. 

One-Lab II will be sponsored by the EU-IST 7th Framework Program and is due to start 
in September 2008 

5.3 UK Level-0 
In deliverable D4.1 we discussed the potential of ANA interfacing to the UK Level-0 
network for realistic wide area network testing.  

The UK Level-0 network is a UK national initiative (JA.Net [-5]) that aims to establish a 
native inter-connect for the purpose of systems and network testing and research among a 
number of universities (Lancaster University is leading this initiative). This essentially is 
an attempt to overcome limitations and constraints inherent in traditional tunnel-based 
test-beds, such as the MBONE (global multicast test-bed), 6BONE (global IPv6 test-bed), 
ABONE (global active network test-bed), and other such large scale virtual 
infrastructures.  
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It was suggested (in D4.1) that Lancaster University may become a gateway for ANA to 
access the UK Level-0 infrastructure at later testing phases of the project, subject to 
consortium resourcing. The current status on UK Level-0 is that the infrastructure has 
been deployed between a subset sites (including Lancaster), but its operation has not yet 
started (as not all point-of-presence -PoP- sites are ready). 

Nevertheless, the consortium has been investigating the potential, by considering which 
aspects of the ANA testing needs could be served and with what test-cases, if they were 
to be carried out over the UK Level-0 infrastructure.  

One idea that currently emerged concerns the possibility of establishing a native WAN 
path between Lancaster University and the University of Basel for network performance 
tests. However, this would require the collaboration of Terena [-6] and SWITCH [-7] in 
addition to the UK Level-0. For this reason we have initially approached colleagues in 
Terena to discuss the matter with them, and we are awaiting their response.  

5.4 4WARD, E^3 in the Network of the Future 
The Network of the Future (Objective ICT-2007.1.1) in the 1st Call of the 7th Framework 
Programme addresses ubiquitous network infrastructures and architectures; optimized 
control, management and flexibility of the future network infrastructure; and technologies 
and systems architectures overcoming limitations of current the Internet. Projects with 
this objective are currently starting in early 2008. Figure 12 presents the newly starting 
projects in the area of the future Internet. 

 
Figure 12 FP7 Projects in the Network of the Future 

The objectives of ICT-2007.1.1 are much in-line with the research topics of ANA. With a 
head start of two years, ANA is in a good position contribute to this research effort; the 
ANA software could provide an advanced development platform for innovative 
approaches in networking and network management, and the ANA test-bed offers an 
opportunity for experimentation and cooperation. 
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Two particular projects of interest have been 4WARD and E^3, which are Large Scale 
Integrating Projects (IP) within the 7th Framework Programme that have been starting in 
Jan 2008. They address Challenge 1: Pervasive and Trusted Network and Service 
Infrastructures under the Objective ICT-2007.1.1 The Network of the Future.  

Building on a background of mobile and wireless technologies, 4WARD (7th Framework 
integrated project) aims at a set of radical architectural approaches overcoming 
limitations of the today’s Internet. Supporting the ability to design inter-operable and 
complementary families of network architectures they enable the co-existence of multiple 
networks on common platforms.  

4WARD addresses this goal through carrier-grade virtualization for networking 
resources, integration of self-managing functionality into the network, replacement of the 
old host-centric approach by a new information-centric paradigm and introduction of a 
generic path concept as an active part of the network that controls itself and provides 
customized transport services. These solutions will embrace the full range of 
technologies, from fibre backbones to wireless and sensor networks. The 4WARD results 
should allow new markets to appear, redefining business roles and creating new 
economic models. The project is designed for multiple phases; during the first two years 
phase, core concepts and technologies are established. Project results will be evaluated 
through analysis, simulation, and experiments; evaluation work will include use of proof 
of concept test-beds. 

The End-to-End Efficiency (E^3) project is aiming at the convergence of both cognitive 
radio systems and cognitive networks from technical, business, regulatory and 
standardisation perspectives. E^3 will optimise the use of the radio resources and 
spectrum, following cognitive radio and cognitive network paradigms (autonomic 
management, learning, experience, knowledge as well as context, profiles, policies). The 
management functions will be distributed over different network elements at various 
levels of the system topology. Corresponding management agility will be required for 
supporting the most efficient use of the cooperating technologies, at local, regional, and 
global levels. E^3 project is to design, develop, prototype and showcase solutions to 
guarantee interoperability, flexibility and scalability between existing legacy and future 
wireless systems, manage the overall system complexity, and ensure convergence across 
access technologies, business domains, regulatory domains and geographical regions.  
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APPENDIX A 

X-Bone Underlay Inter-Connect in ANA Lab (Proposal) 
The Extended ANA Test-bed will be formed from two distinct sets of sites, we might call 
these the core Test-bed sites and the application sites. The core sites would be, at least: 
Basel, ETH, NEC and Lancaster. While the core-site Test-bed is not closed to other 
partners it should be understood that there will be a need to provide compatible network 
hardware, host some ‘public’ ANA nodes for experimentation and have someone 
available to help running basic tests.  

Most sites, the application ones, will participate using the base ANA system and there is 
therefore no necessity for any additional hardware. These will be connected in the same 
way that any normal user of ANA would join the ANA cloud of nodes.  

The core Test-bed sites have the need to demonstrate the functionality, stability and 
performance of both the ANA core and network systems built around it. For this to be 
done effectively there needs to be some external support hardware to provide a stable 
network infrastructure for experiments comprising intra-site VLANs, and an inter-site 
underlay network. In addition, it should also enable performance monitoring. Further, the 
hardware should ideally be able of create more complex and interesting topologies via the 
creation of additional tunnels and VLANs, not necessarily directly visible to an end node.  

For this second group of sites we are recommending a platform based around Cisco edge 
routers and HP Ethernet/VLAN switches. These devices offer the necessary functionality, 
and are known entities – an important consideration when writing up experiments.  

Advantages of using a known commercial routing platform such as a Cisco include the 
fact that a given model has a known published performance that can be clearly stated and 
replicated. The platform is stable and supported with a clearly defined feature set. 
Configuration and management is through a widely known interface and cannot be 
complicated by interaction with, or the running of additional applications and services. 
Cisco devices support the industry standard NetFlow monitoring interface. Such 
commercial routers also come with an extensive range of data transfer, routing, and 
management protocols in the box giving us considerable scope for extending the test-bed.  

To make configuration easier both devices should be connected to a Linux box as a serial 
interface host. This machine will do no more that enable communication with the serial 
ports from a ‘telnet’ or http type session and there is therefore no need for this machine to 
be new or fast.  

The initial method of managing the switch and router devices will be manual via standard 
per-site configurations and remote telnet sessions.  

It is clear that a more flexible and dynamic method of managing and, visualising the test-
bed is desirable. Assuming HP/Cisco path is taken, a basic management system is needed 
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that would enable core test-bed sites to dynamically, on-demand create and tear down 
virtual network connections, including connections via intermediate sites to give topology 
complexity. The software could be extended to offer some visualisation of link status and 
traffic. The software should perform basic sanity checking on configurations before 
changes are committed and there should be some consideration to ensuring that sites 
cannot be permanently isolated from the ANA test-bed – there should always be a 
management path to the central management site.  

At this stage we would like to leave open the precise means of configuring the devices to 
offer some flexibility to the developers; however, the two obvious solutions are to used 
SNMP (probably the preferred approach) or via the serial console ports on the devices. It 
is likely that some form of serial communication would be required with either solution 
as a means of ‘disaster’ recovery.  

It is hoped that the system could at some stage be extended to include some management/ 
visualisation of the wider ANA test-bed based on Linux hosts. While we are not 
undertaking this at this stage, this longer-term aim should be considered during 
development.  

Looking toward hardware, the minimum requirements would be a HP2650 VLAN switch 
and a Cisco 2600 or 2800 series router. We are leaving the specific choice between 2600 
and 2800 series of router open as some sites may have access to existing 2600s. Clearly, 
the IOS feature set loaded on the Cisco must include IP, IP routing, and GRE tunnelling 
for compatibility with the ANA core GRE implementation. The “IP Base” IOS image has 
the necessary components; other images are acceptable provided it is a superset of the “IP 
base” package.  

The management system would configure a Cisco with one or two Ethernet interfaces. 
The Cisco must be dedicated to ANA for the period of the project and we make no 
guarantees of configuring any other interfaces or features if a high-end 2600 or 2800 
series router is used. We would consider including support for higher-end routers in the 
Cisco range on a best-effort basis provided they have one or two standard Ethernet 
interfaces and they run the latest “IP Base” IOS image or a superset of it. 

 
Figure 13 The underlay of the Extended ANA test-bed  
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